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ABSTRACT The Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the dominating paradigms of the new era with its
abilities to provide ubiquitous intelligence and pervasive interconnections to diverse physical objects. With
the advancements, such as new generation 5G communication and cloud/edge computing-based paradigms,
the degree of domination is expected to further increase. Therefore, improvements for quality of service
have become a critical issue. Traditional packets scheduling algorithms cannot meet the requirements of the
large-scale IoT systems. In this paper, a novel scheduling approach is proposed for different data classes
(types) to be exchanged between heterogeneous nodes of a generic IoT infrastructure. The possible ways
of organizing these classes depending on different metrics, such as time latency, reliability, and data loss,
are investigated. The proposed approach has the advantage of being able to tune the priorities and network
characteristics to reach a specifically desired performance state. Since each type of packets is considered
separately, it is possible to prioritize them, by tuning the related parameters, which changes the priorities
between packets. The numerical results presented show that the new approach performs better than the
existing typical scheduling approaches. The developed approach can be used in the various IoT applications
with the support of 5G communication and edge computing, such as agriculture, wearables, connected cars,
smart retail, and smart cities.

INDEX TERMS Networks, scheduling, simulation quality of service, IoT, buffering.

I. INTRODUCTION
Quality of Service (QoS) can be specified as the network
performance as per specific use or application or can be
further defined as the underlying principle used in networks
to define the priority of each data stream or service in using
network resources.With the introduction of the new paradigm
Internet of Things (IoT), it was inevitable for scientists to
show efforts in formalizing requirements and parameters to
define QoS for numerous services. Such parameters and
requirements can be used to define priorities for different
traffic and services with potential to use IoT based tech-
nologies. Furthermore, it is expected to have a significant
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increase in number of devices in near future parallel to the
increasing popularity of IoT phenomena. Fifth Generation
(5G) of the emerging cellular networks is the advanced com-
munication technology, which has been designed to provide
competitive data transfer speeds, decreased delays, vitality
sparing, cost decrement, and enormous gadget availability.
In [14], authors have expressed that when 5G is completely
grasped, there will be tens or several billions of gadgets that
require the utilization of the 5G innovation, due to individ-
ual use, because of the numerous emerging heterogeneous
information-centric and IoT applications. Furthermore, this
rapid increase in IoT related applications and connected
devices together with the success of rich cloud services have
introduced a potentially more efficient computing paradigm
known as edge computing. This efficiency is mainly obtained
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through implementing the processing of the data at the edge
of the network. As mentioned in [15] edge computing is
one of the main technologies to address the near future
requirements in terms of response time requirement, battery
life constraint, and bandwidth cost saving. Typical services
over networks include voice packets, ordinary video and data
packets [13]. In today’s services, Machine-to-Machine Com-
munications (M2M) and HD video services are typical exam-
ples of resources’ demanding services based on content [13].
M2M protocols are well-defined architecture consisting of
communication parameters and paradigm to exchange the
data or information over the network. Unlike human-type
communications M2M communications refer to automated
data communications among devices and the underlying data
transport infrastructure instead requiring approval, validation,
and authorization from humans. IoT compromises the M2M
concept for structured communications with system tools and
processing devices at the various level of communication.

Scheduling is a concept extensively used in the design
of various Quality of Service (QoS) mechanisms and pro-
tocols. It is used to prioritize the service of data packets
according to their service requirements as well as to minimize
latency, data corruption and data loss, and is a topic that has
been extensively studied in the past few decades for various
types of connected systems. In this study, we propose a new
Scheduling Approach for Heterogeneous Content-centric IoT
(SAHCI) in multi-class data traffic systems. Please note that
the priority of M2M communications is carefully considered
in the new protocol for IoT applications. The remainder of
this paper is organized as follows: related studies in the
literature are discussed in the next section. Section III pro-
vides the detailed explanations for the considered SAHCI
approach. Section IV evaluates the performance of SAHCI.
Finally, Section V summarizes the contributions of this paper.

II. RELATED WORKS
There are various types of studies in the literature, which
discuss the issue of traffic management in communication
systems and introduce scheduling methods in various levels
in order to satisfy the required QoS. Some of the existing
approaches discuss the scheduling directly by abstracting the
communication system as a simple queue system with nodes
and buffers, while others like [9] discuss how it is related to
different sorts of packets specifically M2M packets and how
they impact the Human to Human (H2H) communication.

Intermittent disconnections in wireless networks due to
mobility of terminals between the information-centric nodes
(ICNs) represent a challenging networking environment and
add to the delay in mobile networks. Frequent connection
loss can also be caused by the operational environment of
the network. To over-come connection loss, networks use
protocols of store-carry-forward to achieve continuity of the
traffic stream and ensure data delivery. Store-Carry-Forward
stands for queue methodology of representation in which data
packets are received stored in a node’s buffer and prioritized.
Hence, it is delayed until the right forwarding chance for this

packet arise [2]. Using Store-Carry-Forward introduces the
challenge of management for the limited buffers inside the
intermediate nodes. Some variations of this approach such as
those in [3] and [4] proposed the idea of replicating packets
inside the same buffer to ensure or increase the delivering
probability. These approaches in turn introduced new chal-
lenges for managing the resulting storage overhead. Further-
more, the challenge of specifying the priority of incoming
packets depending on the network status and the types of
packets remains as an unresolved issue.

In [2] a study is presented for optimal buffer management
policies. The ‘‘drop tail policy’’ in buffer management, that
is to drop all new incoming packets to the queue until there
is room in the queue to accommodate incoming packets,
and similarly ‘‘drop front’’ are defined as semi optimal. It is
necessary to note here that drop front policy is tested in [5]
against drop tail and it is concluded that drop front out-
performs drop-tail policy when it comes to managing the
capacity limit of buffers in nodes. However, in [2] the algo-
rithms and policies proposed are dynamic in the sense that
they are tunable to either minimize the delivery rate or max-
imize it which is an important improvement over the study
in [5]. In order to propose the tunable protocols, statistical
learning which is relative to global knowledge about the
network is employed. Simulation results are presented for the
problem with different probabilistic models to generate data
in a similar fashion to that of the real-world traffic. Results
show that the buffer management policies introduced approx-
imates the performance of the optimal policy in all considered
scenarios and outperforms existing policies in the literature
in terms of average delivery rate and delivery delay. SAHCI
approach presented in this study is different than that the work
presented in [2] in the way that while statistical learning is
employed, we only make use of current information about the
system, rather than globally known information. The latter
facilitates a wider range of results since it will adapt to that
network specifically.

Awell-known buffer management approach is the Random
Early Detection (RED) [1], which was proposed mainly due
to the bias of the traditional policies such as drop tail and drop
front. RED is favorable compared to the traditional methods
since it provides a fairer queuing management scheme. RED
was also recommended to be used as the default mechanism
for many applications. However, studies such as [1] show that
RED alone is not the best solution and further active queue
management schemes should be employed to manage queue
lengths and structure dynamically, in order to reduce end to
end latency which can help with reducing the data dropping
rate.

In [17] an improvement in queue management policies in
presence of two different types of packets (data and voice)
is considered. The process introduced is simple and effective
and uses the concept of pre-emption. Since the voice packets
are time sensitive they are provided with higher priority over
data packets and hence queued in a higher position or rank
in the buffer. In case there is a voice packet arrival the
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active node trying to send the packet is preempted directly
forwarding the new-coming voice packet if there is space in
the queue. In case the buffer of packets is full the incoming
voice packet is dropped. Using different probabilistic and
mathematical models as well as simulations to the process,
it is shown that the approach presented is more effective
in handling voice packets. The details of the proposed flow
are also presented explicitly for the decisions to be made
depending on different situations. In contrast to the proposed
approach in [17], our algorithm tries to handle the flow of
four types of packets to the buffer with different generators,
those being human and machine, hence a more dynamic and
active queue-management scheme is proposed to manage the
four packet types.

In [9], a similar approach to ours was used, where the
effect of new M2M communications is considered on pre-
vious H2H communication (human to human) such as data,
VoIP and video streaming. Similar to our approach current
and previous knowledge of the system is employed in order
to satisfy the QoS requirements. The problem of fairness is
considered in resource allocation the congestion caused by
the M2M devices is analyzed. The types of data and devices
are classified as M2M and H2H.The approach is divided into
two phases, where the first phase decides on which devices
will receive resources based on the analytical model, and
the second phase addresses which device of the selected ones,
will receive which resource blocks (RB) based on a greedy
approach.

In this study, a new scheduling approach is proposed with
various types of traffics. Generic models are employed in
order to compare the performance of the proposed approach
with the approaches presented in [3], and [9], which con-
sider the FIFO and priority based scheduling algorithms
respectively.

III. SAHCI APPROACH
Queuing theory basedmodeling and simulation studies can be
used for all the systemswhere waiting lines are observed [16].
The queues considered can be unbounded or bounded.
Unbounded queues can grow as large as necessary for hold-
ing all waiting customers and the bounded queues are for
holding a fixed number of waiting customers. The considered
waiting lists (i.e., queues) can be bounded and/or unbounded.
Unbounded lists can increase in size as vital for holding every
coming and waiting user request. However, the bounded lists
can evolve up to a specific size (or threshold) and starts
dropping the incoming requests afterward.

The arriving requests pass by these queues (lists) in our
proposed framework. After that, they are sent to accessible
servers. Inter-arrival and service times can be categorized
by utilizing different probabilistic patterns. Likewise, it is
conceivable to categorize queuing systems into open versus
closed systems. In open systems, there is at least one source
of arriving requests and one sink that anticipate the request
departure. However, in a closed system, requests do not arrive
and do not depart from the system.

FIGURE 1. The modeled system architecture of an information centric
node (ICN) in the IoT era.

A commonly used model for random, mutually indepen-
dent packet arrivals is the Poisson process [2], [3], [16]. In this
study as well, it is possible to use Poisson distribution for the
arrivals with the following assumptions.
• The probability that an arrival occurs between time t and
t+1 t is λt+ o(t), where λ is a constant, independent of
the time t as well as the arrivals in earlier intervals. In this
study similar to many, λ is used to denote the arrival rate
of incoming packets to the queues considered.

• The number of arrivals in non-overlapping intervals is
statistically independent.

• The probability that two or more arrivals occur at the
same time t is negligibly small compared to the proba-
bility of zero or one arrival.

For service time as well similar to the arrival processes,
it is possible to use exponential distribution assuming that the
minimum service time is very small compared to the mean
value [16], [17].

In this study, we consider open queuing systems with
bounded queues, Poisson arrivals and exponentially dis-
tributed service times. The system architecture is depicted
in Fig. 1. In this system, machine to machine (M2M), data
packets (DP), video packets (VP), and voice over IP (VoIP)
packets are considered to generate heterogeneous data traffic
for the associated four Queues (one for each data type).

The system entities are as follows: Packets, Queues, Node
(Server). The activities of the system considered can be one of
the following: 1) Store a packet in Queue (Enqueue), 2) Push
a packet out of Queue (Dequeue), 3) Process a packet in the
Node, 4) Drop a packet form the Queue (due to mobility
reasons), and 5) Choosewhich packet in theQueue to process.
The system state variable is the current Queue size for each
type.

As for the observed events in this Queue model, we con-
sider the following: 1) Packet arrival (λ), which can be any
of the four aforementioned types, and 2) Packet departure (µ)
after the completion of its service. The proposed queuing and
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FIGURE 2. The operational workflow of the Proposed SAHCI approach.

Algorithm 1 Dynamic Priority Indicator
1. Begin
2. Priority_Indicator = 0;
3. Tserved = Total served packets;
4. CM2M = Count of served M2M packets
5. CDP = Count of served data packets.
6. If (Tserved %4 = 0)&(Tserved = 0)

&(Tserved /4 >= CM2M) &(Tserved /4 >= CDP):
Then skipped_M2M = (Tserved/4)− CM2M
skipped_dp = (Tserved/4)− CDP

7. Remainder_M2M = maxQlength−

QueueSize(M2Mwait)
8. Remainder_dp = maxQlength− QueueSize(DPwait)
9. If Remainder_M2M/skkiped_M2M <= 1:

Then Priority_Indicator = 1;
10. If Remainder_dp*0.5/skipped_dp <= 1:

Then Priority_Indicator = 2;
11. If Remainder_dp*0.5/skipped_dp <= 1

&Remainder_M2M <= 1:
Then Priority_Indicator = 3; 12.

12. End

processing model is represented by two phases. These two
phases are described as follows. In the first phase, we try
to monitor the pattern of how each packet arrives into the
system. In the second phase, we try to determine and predict
which packet to serve and depart based on the arrival pattern.
Based on this prediction, our approach then decides which
packet to Dequeue next.

The operational workflow of this approach is shown
in Fig. 2. In case all the queues are full, the incoming packets
are discarded. Please note that the workflow presented is
heavily dependent on algorithms 1 and 2 explained below.
For the cases where allocation is possible, at first the priority
indicators are calculated using the algorithm 1. In case the
priority indicator is zero, the system provides services in

Algorithm 2 Dynamic Decision
1. Begin
2. Generate a random number between 0 and 1
3. If the priority indicator = 0 (system is stable):
then there is a 25 percent chance to dequeue the first
Video Packet, 20 percent chance to dequeue the first
voice packet, 25 percent chance to dequeue the first
M2M packet and, 30 percent chance to dequeue
the first data packet based on the random number.

4. If priority_indicator = 1:
Then dequeue first M2M packet,

5. Else if priority_indicator = 2:
Then dequeue first Data packet

6. Else if priority_indicator = 3:
Then If Remainder_M2M/skipped_m2m <= 1:

Dequeue first M2M;
If Remainder_dp*0.5/skipped_dp <= 1:
Dequeue first DP;

End

a balanced way for each type of packet. Some probabili-
ties are assigned for this state to handle incoming packets,
however various probabilities can be assigned specific to
the user requirements. In case the priority indicators can be
one, two or three, this specifies whether to serve the data
packets or M2M packets. After the completion of the service,
the routine is repeated. Typically, any priority-based approach
(e.g., the potential priority-based benchmark we are consid-
ering in our results section) will try to serve the 4 types of
requests in this study according to the following order: First,
the machine-to-machine (M2M), Second, the video packets
(VP), Third, the voice packets (VoIP), and last one would be
the data packets (DP). However, this can lead to a significant
problem, which is the deadlock in real-time applications.
Accordingly, we introduced a new factor in our approach
that takes in to consideration the balance ratio in order to
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avoid this deadlock problem that can be experienced with
any request type. This factor is measured by the ratio of
remaining to the served requests so far for each type. Since
the data packets (DP) type can tolerate further delays, we
assigned a lower weight factor (=0.5) to it in comparison to
the most important type which is theM2M. This weight value
can varies according to the experienced scenarios at the four
different system queues.

The following two algorithms summarize SAHCI
approach, which has been employed in this study.
Algorithm one is used to set the priority indicators which is
essential in decision of which type of packet to serve. Initially
the indicator is zero, which means the system is well bal-
anced. In case the number of skipped packets become higher
than number of packets in the queue for M2M or greater
than half of the data packets, the indicator is set to one and
two respectively. In Algorithm two, the M2M packets are
prioritized if indicator is one and data packets are prioritized
if the indicator is two. Otherwise the indicator is set to be three
and in algorithm two both M2M and data packets in front are
served. Unlike many of the existing scheduling approaches in
the literature such as the ones employed in [2], [5] and the one
introduced in [17], our approach provides a more dynamic
priority scheme which can be used to further improve QoS
by fine tuning. In other words, in studies such as [17], data
packets do not receive any service in case there are voice
packets waiting. Instead, our approach allows data packets
to receive service depending on the stochastic processes
involved.

We remark that probabilities in line 3 of Algorithm 2
should not be based on analytical results but rather on exper-
imental one for more effective solutions.

IV. DISCUSSIONS AND RESULTS
The following section discusses the first set of results
obtained from various test case scenarios. Mathematical
explanations are also provided for the test cases. All of the
following results are not based on one run, but rather the
average of 1000 runs for statistically stable results with vary-
ing seed values for the random number generator to ensure
more practical performance and results. A simulation tool
is developed for discrete event simulation of the queuing
systems considered similar to [4], [7], [8], [17]. The sim-
ulated system environment is described by population and
packet size. In the following, we list our tuned simulation
parameters:

• Queue capacity: The maximum number of packets the
queue considered can accommodate.

• Number of Queues: There are four queues in the system
modeled where one queue is provided for each type of
packet.

• Service time: Exponentially distributed service times are
employed

• Inter-arrival time: The time between packet arrivals are
also specified following exponential distribution.

FIGURE 3. M2M Drop Rate vs. Queue size.

As for the main performance metrics used in order to show
the effectiveness of the recommended SAHCI approach,
the following are employed:
• Latency: It is defined as the total waiting time in queue
for each data type.

• Drop factor: It is defined as the number of packets
dropped from the waiting queue before receiving service
for each type.

To measure how SAHCI approach performs in comparison
to other approaches, we implemented two other simulators for
two different relevant approaches. These two approaches are
described as follows:
• FIFO: this approach implements a First in First Out
(served) queue with RED as the dropping mechanism.

• Priority Drop-Tail: this approach implements a priority
queue with the following order of priorities (M2M >

VP > VoIP > DP) with the first being of the highest
priority, and RED as dropping mechanism.

For the case where we change the Queue size, we ran the
simulation 1000 times and then we take the mean, which
is represented by a dot in results figures. Simulation results
are presented comparatively with the well-known analytical
models for M/M/1 queuing which means the queuing disci-
pline is FIFO the service rate is taken as µ = 80/msec, λ =
40/msec; i.e. λM2M+λDP+λVP+λVoIP = 40. The parameters
chosen are similar to the ones in studies such as [8], where
traffic intensity is 0.5 like our work, [9], which specifies
the wide range of possible delays from a few milliseconds
to several minutes depending on the application, and [17],
which also takes the service and inter-arrival times in units
of milliseconds.

A. DROP RATE VS. QUEUE SIZE FOR THE FOUR PACKET
TYPES
In this section we have compared the drop rate of the SAHCI
approach against three other baselines, which are FIFO, Pri-
ority_VP (priorities set as M2M > VP > VoIP > DP), and
Priority_DP (priorities set as M2M > DP > VP > VOIP).
Figures 3 shows that priority based approaches perform better
in terms of M2M traffic as expected since they do not serve
any other type while there are M2M packets in the system.
This has a slight effect on DP dropping probability as shown
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FIGURE 4. DP Drop Rate vs Queue size.

FIGURE 5. VoIP Drop Rate vs Queue size.

in figure 4, making SAHCI performance slightly superior
to Priority_DP. In the SAHCI approach, we are targeting a
low drop rate in M2M and DP packets, while the waiting
time for the VoIP and VP packets are still in acceptable
levels. Please note that the dynamic nature of the SACHI
algorithm allows us to have manageable response times for
VoIP and VP packets. In case of some static scheduling algo-
rithms, which prioritize M2M and DP packets disregarding
the involved, stochastic processes are employed; the response
times can reach to levels, which are not suitable for real time
applications.

Since the algorithm presented checks the conditions of
queues for M2M and DP and sets the priority indicators
accordingly, it has the capability to reduce the Drop Rate.

Unlike M2M and DP packets, as illustrated in Figure 5,
the VoIP drop rate of SAHCI, is higher than the drop rate
of the other approaches across all Queue sizes. This is an
expected result for our model, since we traded off this with a
better drop rate for M2M and DP, and a better waiting time
for VoIP and VP.Moreover, Priority_VP and FIFO have close
drop rates for VoIP, because of the fact that both follow a RED
dropping manner, but Priority gives VoIP a higher priority
over DP while FIFO is fair, and that has a very slight effect on
the figure. A similar scenario is observed for Figure 6, since
video is prioritized over M2M and DP packets.

B. WAITING TIME VS QSIZE
In this section, the comparison is based on measuring the
average waiting time for each packet type using our SAHCI
approach versus the other three approaches. The following
figures show detailed results.

FIGURE 6. VP Drop Rate vs. Queue size.

FIGURE 7. M2M waiting vs. QSize.

FIGURE 8. DP waiting vs. QSize.

Figure 7 illustrates the average waiting time of each
approach for the M2M packets. Even though the expected
results were to have our approach with higher waiting times
than Priority_DP, the results show that the waiting time of
the SAHCI approach is very close to Priority_DP and better
than that of FIFO. We can say that the dynamic allocation of
service facilities, which consider the state of queues, adopt
better than the commonly used FIFO approach.

Figure 8 illustrates the average waiting time of each
approach for the DP packets. This figure shows that our
approach has the lowest waiting time for DP, while the Pri-
ority_VP approach has the highest waiting time since DP is
of the lowest priority. FIFO and Priority_DP, on the other
hand, are on average close to our approach relative to how
high the priority approach is. Since the Priority_VP approach
does not consider serving the DP packets in presence of video
and voice, our approach once again presents a more balanced
implementation in terms of QoS.
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FIGURE 9. VoIP waiting vs. QSize.

FIGURE 10. VP waiting vs. QSize.

Figure 9 illustrates the average waiting time of each
approach for VoIP packets. The figure shows that our
approach performs in between priority based approaches and
FIFO, giving it a good performance but not the best results
we anticipated for the VoIP, while the priority_VP approach
has the highest waiting time but still not as high as DP for
the same approach, since VoIP is higher in priority than DP
(i.e. VoIP is processed before DP in the queue). Furthermore,
FIFO shows the lowest waiting time for VoIP, which is close
to that of M2M and DP for the same approach.

Figure 10 illustrates the average waiting time for each
approach of VP packets. For SAHCI, we can see from this
figure that the reversed role between DP and VP takes place
where the waiting time of VP is higher than anticipated. How-
ever, when FIFO, Priority_DP, and SAHCI are compared,
unlike the previous figure, waiting times are not that high
and still acceptable for VP communications. Priority_VP
approach, however, has the lowest waiting time since VP has
the second highest priority in the queue so it is right after
M2M.

Figures 9 and 10 also show that although for specific
types of packets, our approach is not always giving the best
outcome in terms of QoS, it is always better than the other
methods in case the best method implements a strict priority
policy. Instead, when Figure 8 is considered, together with
Priority_DP, SAHCI approach has the lowest waiting times.
Please note that the dynamic nature of SAHCI, which is
employed to reduce the drop rate of M2M and DP traffic is
the main reason for this behavior.

In general, for SAHCI, when Figure 3 is considered, the
dropping of M2M is relatively close to that of the FIFO and

with similar trend, since they both follow the same drop-
ping mechanism RED. For the FIFO approach, the similar
dropping and waiting pattern for all packet types (refer to
Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8) also indicate fairness that is expected
since no priority is given based on data type. Finally, there is
close pattern between both FIFO and Priority_VP approaches
in the dropping rate since they both follow the same dropping
mechanism.

V. CONCLUSION
In this study, a SAHCI approach for packet content-based
scheduling is presented for various types of packets from
machine and human sources. Results of the new approach
(SAHCI) are compared against two well-known approaches,
which are FIFO and priority-based Drop-Tail, using extensive
simulations. These results show that the SAHCI approach is
able to reduce the dropping rate of M2M and VP packets,
while similar but slightly higher dropping rates are observed
for VoIP and DP packets. The results obtained for the waiting
time shows that the SAHCI approach is superior for DP
packets and better than FIFO scheduling for M2M. When
VoIP type of packets are considered, the SAHCI approach is
still comparable to the other mechanisms while for VP traffic
it performs better than FIFO. In other words, the SAHCI
approach presents itself as a more balanced approach to
reduce the drop rate for non real-time communications, which
is very important for congestion control while keeping the
waiting times in manageable levels for the real time commu-
nications.

Furthermore, the SAHCI approach has the potential to
control its behavior by modifying the control variables in
the algorithm in order to get better results for specific traffic
characteristics. The latter for us represents the forte of the
approach. Hence using this approach for a better optimized
buffer allocation to meet the QoS requirements, or even other
requirements for a specific service that uses the same or a
similar setup to the one represented in the system model
figure earlier is possible by changing the control variables in
the algorithm.
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